There are several benchmark programs available to measure the performance of MPI on parallel computers. The most common use of MPI benchmarks software are SKaMPI, Pallas MPI Benchmark, MPBench, Mpptest and MPIBench. It is interesting to analyze the differences between different benchmark. Presently, there have been few comparisons done between the different benchmarks. Thus, in this paper we discuss a comparison of the techniques used and the functionality of each benchmark, and also a comparison of the results on a distributed memory machine and shared memory machine for point-to-point communication. All of the MPI benchmarks listed above will be compared in this analysis. It is expected that the results from different benchmarks should be similar, however this analysis found substantial differences in the results for certain MPI communications, particularly for shared memory machines.
Introduction
Several benchmark programs have been developed to measure the performance of MPI on parallel computers, such as SKaMPI (Reussner et al., 1998) , Pallas MPI Benchmark (Intel, 2007) , MPBench (Mucci et al., 1988) , Mpptest (Gropp and Lusk, 1999) and MPIBench (Grove and Coddington, 2001; University of Adelaide, 2010) . Each of the MPI benchmark programs has its own specialty, since the development of new software is usually because of some limitation or inadequacy of the existing software. However, there have been few comparisons done between the different benchmarks, and no detailed, comprehensive analysis and comparison of the functionality, measurement techniques and results produced by all of the different benchmarks.
Furthermore, the MPI benchmark programs were primarily designed for, and have mostly been used on, distributed memory machines. However, it is interesting to measure MPI performance on shared memory machines such as the SGI Altix, which has become a popular system for high-performance computing. The SGI Altix (Abdul Hamid et al., 2006; SGI, 2007 ) is a cache coherent, nonuniform memory architecture (ccNUMA) shared memory multiprocessor system that is a popular machine for high-performance computing, with several large systems now installed, including the 10,160-processor Columbia machine at NASA. In Australia, a 1,680-processor Altix (the APAC AC) has recently replaced an ageing AlphaServer SC with a Quadrics network (the APAC SC) as the new peak national facility of the Australian Partnership for Advanced Computing (APAC) (Australian Partnership for Advanced Computing, 2007) , and was number 26 in the June 2005 list of the Top 500 supercomputers (Donggarra et al., 2006) . The hierarchical non-uniform memory architecture (NUMA) that is typical of large shared memory machines means that analysis of the performance of shared memory machines is likely to be more complex than distributed memory machines, which are typically clusters with fairly uniform communications architecture.
In this paper we discuss a comparison of the techniques used and the functionality of each benchmark, and also a comparison of the results on a distributed memory machine and shared memory machine for point-to-point communication. All of the MPI benchmarks listed above will be compared in this analysis. It is expected that the results from There are several different MPI benchmark programs that are in common use. This paper selected the most common use MPI benchmark which are SKaMPI (Reussner et al., 1998) , Pallas MPI Benchmark (Intel, 2007) , MPBench (Mucci et al., 1988) , Mpptest (Gropp and Lusk, 1999) and MPIBench (Grove and Coddington, 2001 ; University of Adelaide, 2010). They typically measure the average times to complete a selection of MPI routines for different data sizes on a specified number of processors using the basic approach shown in Figure 1 .
Most benchmarks use the standard MPI timer MPI_Wtime, and obtain accurate results by making lots of repetitions of the measurements. Most benchmarks have a fixed number of message sizes (at least by default), but some also provide adaptive message length refinement in order to focus on message sizes where the communication time is changing rapidly. Some benchmarks also consider error control mechanisms to handle potentially large variations in communication times that may be caused by external influences, for example operating system interrupts, or other programs that are also using the communications network.
Most benchmark programs measure the time for collective communications on the root process. However, since the root process finishes first for many collective operations, this can bias the results. This is usually avoided by adding a barrier synchronization before each collective communication call. This will add some additional time to the result, but it will be negligible unless the message size is very small.
Most of the benchmarks use ping-pong to measure point-to-point communication times, where a process will send a message to another process (the ping) and then receive a message back from the same process (the pong). In this case, only local clock times are needed, instead of a globally synchronized clock. The benchmark program usually divides the result for the ping-pong by two and reports that as the time for a single point-to-point communication.
An important point that can significantly affect the results is whether the message to be sent is in cache memory. Most benchmarks provide an option for specifying whether or not the data to be sent is in cache SKaMPI (Reussner et al., 1998; Mucci et al., 1988; Gropp and Lusk, 1999; University of Adelaide, 2010) . The default setting for most benchmarks is that the data is in cache, and they do some preliminary repetitions of the MPI routine, which are not measured, in order to warm up the cache. In some cases the benchmarks also provide an option to ensure that the message data for each iteration is accessed from main memory instead of cache.
Mpptest
The fundamental design philosophy of Mpptest (Gropp and Lusk, 1999; ANL, 2007) is that the results of performance benchmarks should be reproducible. To reduce biases due to external influences, Mpptest spreads the test for each message length over the full time of the benchmark run, and measures the minimum average time over a number of repetitions in order to reduce variations. The structure of the measurement process is as shown in Figure 2 .
Mpptest uses MPI_Wtime as a timer. The output is data files which provide message size, average communication time and bandwidth for all MPI communications. It also provides several error control options such as adaptive message length refinement in order to focus on message sizes where the communication time is changing rapidly. Mpptest provides a basic selection of MPI communication routines, which are MPI_Send, MPI_Recv, MPI_Bcast and MPI_Scatter. Although the selection is limited, it has many options to fit a variety of circumstances. Mpptest divides the options into several groups such as those in the following list (note that the options that are listed for each point are only an example, for a complete list of options refer to Gropp and Lusk (1999) and ANL (2007)):
Protocol provides synchronous and asynchronous options. Message Data provides option to clear the cache and vector data option. Message Pattern includes roundtrip and head-to-head messages. Message Test Type considers overlap communication and computation. Message Sizes provides options to produce data by logscale or dynamic selection of message sizes. Detailed Control of Test provides options for maximum number of seconds for all tests or the number of times a test is run. Collective Test provides options for collective communication such as broadcast, scatter. Collective Test Control which provides specific range of processors to run the collective test, for example from nodes n to m. Output which provides choices for output file name and several other document settings to generate the output. Pattern (Neighbor) Choices which provides choices to measure distance of processors for different topology.
For point-to-point communication, Mpptest does a pingpong and divides the results by two. To counter the problem for MPI collective communication for which the root node finishes first, Mpptest changes the root node at each repetition. By default Mpptest warms-up the cache but it also provides the option to not do this. However, not warming up the cache just means that the cache is cleared for every new message size, but it does not clear the cache for each iteration in the same message size, and this is the only approach that would make a difference in the results.
Pallas MPI Benchmark
Pallas GMBH has been taken over by Intel, so the Pallas MPI Benchmark (PMB) is now officially known as Intel MPI Benchmark (IMB) (Intel, 2007) , however in this paper we refer to it as PMB. PMB is a thorough, well-documented and easy to use benchmark program that is commonly used. It provides a wide selection of common MPI routines, and even more are provided in PMB Part-2 (Intel, 2007) . PMB Part-1 measures MPI_Send, MPI_Sendrecv, MPI_Bcast, MPI_Allgather, MPI_Allgatherv, MPI_Alltoall, MPI_ Reduce, MPI_Reduce_Scatter, MPI_Allreduce and MPI_ Barrier. For MPI_Bcast and MPI_Reduce, instead of using barrier synchronization to avoid biases due to pipelining effects, PMB changes the root node for each repetition. PMB also provides a multi version for all of the MPI routines that it measures, which will group the process numbers that are specified by user. Based on the documentation, PMB warms up the cache in order to hide initialization overheads of message passing systems. However, for MPI_Bcast and MPI_Reduce the message data will not be in cache since the root node is changed at every iteration.
PMB presents the results in data files that include average communication time and computed bandwidth (data size/communication time) for point-to-point communication in data sizes that are a power of two, and only average communication time for collective communication. PMB uses MPI_Wtime as a timer. PMB synchronizes all of the processes using MPI_Barrier before collective communication benchmarks are started and averages the results over the numbers of repetitions. PMB does not provide any specific technique for error control, basically it uses the repetitions to obtain more accurate results. By default only two processes are involved for point-to-point measurements and the ping-pong results are divided by two and reported as the time for a single communication.
MPBench
MPBench (Mucci et al., 1988; MPBench, 2007) follows the basic MPI benchmark approach, except that it uses the UNIX timer gettimeofday() (Opengroup.org, 2007) benchmarking is started using MPI_Barrier and then the receiving processes will send a signal to the root after the message is received. MPBench records the measurement time until it receives the completion feedback from each of the processes. MPBench produces data files which provide computed bandwidth for most of the measurements except for application latency and roundtrip measurement, for which the average communication time is provided.
MPBench does not provide any special error control besides allowing the user to change the number of repetitions for every message size. MPBench reports the times for MPI_Send and MPI_Recv as half the roundtrip time. For the problem of MPI collective communications for which the root node finishes first, MPBench uses MPI_Barrier to synchronize the processes and does not change the root node. By default MPBench warms up the cache and provides the option for message data not to be in cache, using a technique similar to Mpptest.
SKaMPI
SKaMPI (Reussner et al., 1998 (Reussner et al., , 2001 Worsch et al., 2002; Universität Karlsruhe, 2007) MPI_Sendrecv. The purpose of the Master-Worker category is to test the network throughput and its handling of simultaneous communication, using MPI routines such as MPI_Waitsome, MPI_Waitany and MPI_Any_Source as well as asynchronous send and receive routines. The Barrier Measured Collective category is an older version that uses the standard approach of a barrier synchronization before each collective communication. The new version is the Synchronous Measured Collective approach, which uses a globally synchronized clock to specify the time that each processor should call the collective communication routine, and uses the time taken by the slowest process as the time for each repetition. This is expected to give more accurate results for collective communications, since it eliminates the need for an additional barrier operation, and possible pipelining effects due to processes completing the barrier operation at different times, however it takes about twice as long to run and the effects are only noticeable for small message sizes (Worsch et al., 2002) . Both the new and old versions measure essentially all of the MPI collective routines. Finally, the Simple category covers MPI routines that involve only one process and without any communication, such as MPI_Wtime and MPI_Comm_rank.
SKaMPI has more sophisticated error controls than the other MPI benchmarks. SKaMPI aims to control all the systematic and statistical errors, and has identified that systematic errors occur due to the measurement overhead such as the calling time for MPI_Wtime, while the statistical error is cause by the finite clock resolution, execution time fluctuation and outliers. SKaMPI handles / server code / clock synchronization repeat start synchronous with other nodes start_time = MPI_Wtime() routine_to_measure() end_time = MPI_Wtime() finalize_server_routine() wait till end of time slot collect results from each process, maximum is the result for single measurement until result exact enough send stop signal /client code / clock synchronization repeat start synchronous with other nodes start_time = MPI_Wtime() client _routine() /* counterpart of routine_to_measure */ end_time = MPI_Wtime() finalize_server_routine() wait till end of time slot send result to server until stop signal received problems caused by external delays such as operating system interrupts by providing the option to ignore the 25% lowest and highest results to obtain the average. It also allows the user to specify a maximum statistical error (the default is 0.03%), and the measurements are repeated until the statistical error drops below this value, or the number of repetitions reaches a specified maximum value. SKaMPI also allows adaptive refinement of message sizes.
This study uses the synchronous measured collective pattern for the testing because this pattern is the default setting for SKaMPI and also based on their paper (Worsch et al., 2002) , this pattern is more accurate and reliable. Figure 3 shows the pseudocode describing the Synchronous Measured Collective approach in SKaMPI.
For point-to-point measurement SKaMPI presents the measurement for MPI_Send and MPI_Recv as a roundtrip time and does not divide the result by two to obtain the point-to-point communication time. Unlike the other MPI benchmarks, by default SKaMPI ensures that the messages are not in cache by using randomized numbers for the message data in every iteration. SKaMPI provides a detailed configuration file to change this default as well as many options, and to enable the user to choose which MPI routines to measure.
MPIBench
MPIBench (Grove and Coddington, 2001; Abdul Hamid et al., 2006 ; University of Adelaide, 2010) is the most recently developed MPI benchmark. The main feature of MPIBench is that it uses a very accurate, globally synchronized clock that is based on CPU cycle counters. This allows accurate measurement of individual MPI communications. MPIBench is therefore able to provide distributions (histograms) of communication times, rather than just average values, which can provide additional insight into communications performance. The MPIBench pseudocode is given in Figure 4 .
Rather than using a simple two-processor ping-pong for point-to-point communications, MPIBench measures results for N processors communicating concurrently, and can therefore take into account the effects of network contention. For point-to-point communications it can measure the time for a single communication, not just the average over a measurement of multiple ping-pongs. For collective communications, it can measure the different completion times for each process.
MPIBench measures the most common MPI communications: MPI_Send, MPI_Isend, MPI_Recv, MPI_Irecv, MPI_Sendrecv, MPI_Bcast, MPI_Barrier, MPI_Scatter, MPI_Gather, MPI_Allgather and MPI_Alltoall. In addition, MPIBench defines each and total keywords to identify message sizes for collective communications, which specify the amount of message data sent by each processor, or the total amount of message data sent by all processes, respectively.
Originally MPIBench assumed the message data was in cache and warmed up the cache before each measurement, however a newer version has been developed that provides the option of using data that is not in cache, by using a very large array to store the message data and giving a pointer to a different part of the array for each iteration. MPIBench can optionally handle outliers by discounting measurements that are larger than a specified factor above the average value.
Because MPIBench uses a globally synchronized clock, it is possible to apply the process synchronization required for measuring collective communications times by using a synchronized start, where each processor starts each collective routine at a prescribed time, and the time reported for each repetition is the time taken by the slowest process to complete the communication. This is the same as the Synchronous Measured Collective approach used by SKaMPI. However by default, MPIBench uses a barrier operation to synchronize the start of all collective communications, with the option of using a synchronized start for some routines.
loop over different MPI routines run global clock synchronization process loop over different message sizes loop over number of repetitions if this is a collective communication routine, do a barrier synchronization save a timestamp for the start time (done by each process) call the MPI routine save a timestamp for the finish time (done by each process) end loop over repetitions end loop over message sizes run global clock synchronization process fix the timestamps by correcting for clock skew based on the synchronization process compute communication times for each repetition and each process compute average time by averaging over all repetitions and 1) all processes for point-to-point communication 2) the slowest process for each repetition for collective communications generate histograms of completion times end loop over MPI routines There are five different data files that are generated by MPIBench, which have filenames ending with .summary, .subsamples, .histograms, .outliers and .gnu, which respectively contained the minimum and average values at each message size, a per-process subsampling of completion times at each message size, a histogram of completion times at each message size, outliers recorded at each message size and gnuplot instructions.
MPI Benchmark Functionality and Ease of Use
The different MPI benchmarks all provide different functionality, so in order to standardize the comparison of functionality, only some items will be discussed: the compile and run procedure, the MPI routines that are measured, the presentation of results and documentation. Some other functions that are available only in specific benchmarks will also be highlighted.
Compiling and Running the Benchmarks
The procedure and settings for compiling and running the benchmark programs can vary for different kinds of machines, operating systems and MPI implementations. The purpose of this comparison is to compare a general task that is commonly required for the compile and run procedure, such as auto-generate for compiling or scripts for running a benchmark. Mostly, the benchmark software will provide an auto-generate function to compile the program, which is usually by providing a makefile. All of the benchmark software provides this function except for SKaMPI (Universität Karlsruhe, 2007) . SKaMPI only has one source file, so the user only needs one compiler call to compile the program.
There are several aspects of running the program that will be discussed, such as the use of a configuration file, the parameters involved and user definable functions. Among the MPI benchmark software, PMB and SKaMPI use a configuration file to make the benchmark run more structured and easily definable. The use of a configuration file in SKaMPI makes it the simplest to run; this is because it does not have any additional parameters besides one compiled source file to put with the basic MPI instruction to run the benchmark software. In SKaMPI, the configuration file includes various user-definable settings such as the interval and range for message size, number of repetitions, and the error controls. In the configuration file, all of the settings are grouped by the MPI routine and each MPI routine has its own reference number which refers to their category, either point-to-point, master-worker, simple, barrier collective or synchronous collective. Although the configuration file in SKaMPI makes it the simplest to run, under certain circumstances, such as if the user would like to run only a certain type of MPI routine at a particular time, the user needs to make a change to the configuration file to select the required MPI routine to run the benchmark.
However, if using the default settings, the task to run the benchmark program is really easy.
PMB (Intel, 2007) also uses a configuration file, but MPI routine selection has to be identified in the run command, which is more straightforward than the SKaMPI approach. The configuration file that PMB uses only contains all of the details that seldom need to change, for example the number of repetitions and the range of message sizes. However, if the configuration file is changed then PMB needs to be recompiled. In PMB, the interval of message sizes is fixed, which is to use a logscale. In our experience PMB is the easiest benchmark to use.
MPIBench (University of Adelaide, 2010), Mpptest (Gropp and Lusk, 1999) and MPBench (Mucci et al., 1988 ) use a similar approach by passing the parameters as arguments to the program, such as the number of processors and repetition, selection of MPI routine and the interval of message sizes. There are advantages and disadvantages of passing the parameters as arguments to the program. The disadvantages are the user has to write their own scripts to run the program. The advantages are there is no re-compilation after changing the number of repetitions or range of message size and there is no tedious task to reset the configuration file every time to change the routine to measure.
In addition, MPIBench and Mpptest provide a simple function for specifying the interval of message sizes by allowing the user to define the minimum, maximum and the increment of the message sizes. The message sizes will start with the minimum value and increase using the given increment until it reaches the maximum value. Notably, the new version of MPIBench has made taking measurements for larger message sizes simpler by adding the capability to use message sizes that are a power of two, from advice based on the analysis done in this work. In addition, Mpptest and SKaMPI provide the capability to adaptively choose the message sizes in order to isolate sudden changes in performance. They also allow for measurements of cache effects and computation and communication overlap.
Measured Communication Routines
In this section we analyze the selection of MPI communications routines that are measured in each of the benchmarks. In general, all of the benchmarks will group the tests into point-to-point and collective communications. SKaMPI has the largest selection of MPI routines. It has divided the routines into five categories, which are pointto-point, master-worker, barrier collective, synchronous collective and simple. Basically, the point-to-point and master-worker categories involve all types of point-topoint communication, which has been explained in Section 3.4, while the barrier and synchronous categories are for collective routines, which are measured using different techniques. The benchmark with the fewest selections for MPI routines is MPBench, which provides only a common MPI routine for each type of communication, such as the Roundtrip, MPI_Send, MPI_Bcast, MPI_Alltoall and MPI_Allreduce. Mpptest also measures the performance of only a few of the basic MPI routines, but Mpptest measures the routines in a variety of situations. As an example, for the point-to-point (ping-pong) test Mpptest can measure performance with many participating processes, which can expose contention and scalability problems.
Presentation of Output
In general, most of the benchmark programs will generate a set of output data files that will include a user-specified range of parameters, such as the type of MPI routine, message size, the average communication time and calculated bandwidth. In addition, some of the benchmarks provide additional output such as gnuplot files for plotting the results and functions to auto-generate postscript files of results to ease the task of data processing for users.
MPIBench and Mpptest produce gnuplot files to enable easy plotting of results. SKaMPI provides a script to autogenerate a postscript file, which will read the output file and generate a postscript file that contains a graphical representation of the results. Similarly, MPBench automatically generates a postscript file containing graphical output for every measurement, but only if using the default selection of measurements. PMB only provides a set of data files with the average communication time and calculated bandwidth for the output.
MPIBench has an extra capability than the other benchmark software, which is that it can log the results of all measurements for all processes, or a subset of the measurements (e.g. every 10th iteration). It also records the distribution of communication times for generating a histogram and also a list of outlier events. The advantage of the distribution data is that researchers can analyze more detail about the behavior of the MPI routine.
Documentation
This study found that PMB (Intel, 2007) and SKaMPI (Universität Karlsruhe, 2007) have the best user manual documentation among all of the benchmark software. They provide a complete documentation that describes in detail the purpose for each of the functions in their software and the procedure to compile and run the program. The other benchmark software, MPIBench (University of Adelaide, 2010), Mpptest (ANL, 2007) and MPBench (University of Tennessee-Knoxville, 2007), provide brief documentation, which basically explains the procedure to compile and run the program and also main functions in the software.
Machines Used

ccNUMA Shared Memory Machine
The SGI Altix 3000 (Woodacre et al., 2005; SGI, 2007) series has a ccNUMA. It is based upon the hierarchical composition of two basic building blocks, or bricks: computational nodes (C-bricks) and routers (R-bricks), see Table 1 . The C-brick units contain two computational nodes, each consisting of two Itanium-2 processors connected to a custom network and memory controller application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC; known as the SHUB (Scalable HUB); refer to Figure 5 ). The two Fig. 5 . An Altix C-brick with two nodes, two NUMAlink-3 and two XIO channels (Woodacre et al., 2005) . processors share a 6.4 GB/s bus to a SHUB. The two SHUBs in each C-brick are linked by a further 6.4 GB/s link. Each SHUB is provided with one SGI NUMAlink channel to the outside, with a bandwidth of 3.2 GB/s (1.6 GB/s each direction) for NUMAlink3. These external links provide the cache coherent interconnection between Cbricks. It is possible to directly connect a pair of Cbricks, however for large machines a set of routers (the R-bricks) are employed to expand the network in a scalable manner. Each R-brick contains a router chip, which provides eight connections. Each connection is again 3.2 GB/s (1.6 GB/s each direction). The R-bricks are configured so that four ports connect to C-bricks, and the other four interconnect with other R-bricks to form a fat tree network. Pairs of R-bricks are connected by two links, and in large machines the remaining two links connect to the next higher layer of the tree, to routers (called meta-routers) that use each of their eight links to provide connectivity to the lower levels. Figure 6 depicts a 128-processor Altix. The benchmark results reported in this paper were carried out on Aquila, an SGI Altix 3000 managed by the South Australian Partnership for Advanced Computing (SAPAC; see http://sapac.edu.au). SGI Altix has 160 1.3 GHz Itanium 2 processors with a total of 160 GB of memory, and a NUMAlink3 network. At the time of the benchmarks, it was running SGI Linux ProPac3. Intel compilers were used to compile the MPI benchmark programs, and the SGI MPI libraries were used. On shared memory machines, the operating system can switch processes between processors to try to improve overall system utilization. However, this can adversely affect parallel programs, since after process migration, data will no longer be available in local cache. The performance of MPI programs on the Altix can be improved significantly by binding each process to a particular processor. So, for this analysis the experiment has performed benchmark measurements using the MPI_DSM_CPULIST environment variable, which assigns MPI processes in order to the specified list of CPUs. The Altix documentation suggests that applications should avoid using processor 0, particularly for parallel jobs, since it is used to run system processes. Therefore, this analysis only used processors 32 to 159 for the measurements. It started with processor number 32 in order to maintain the hierarchical pattern of 32 processor groups shown in Figure 6 .
By default, the SGI MPI implementation buffers messages, but uses single copy (i.e. no buffering) for large message sizes in most collective communication routines and in MPI_Sendrecv, which improves performance significantly (Woodacre et al., 2005; SGI, 2007) . The message size where the communication changes over to single copy is not specified in the documentation but our measurements indicate that it is around 2 kB. By default, single copy is not used for MPI_Send, however it is possible to force it to use single copy by setting the environment variable MPI_BUF-FER_MAX n, where n is the maximum message size where buffering will be used, so messages larger than n will be communicated using single copy. The choice of buffering or single copy can give a big difference in the performance of MPI_Send for large message sizes, and hence the bandwidth reported by an MPI benchmark program.
Distributed Memory Machine
The measurements reported in this paper were done on Hydra, which is an IBM eServer 1350 Linux cluster (IBM, 2010) which is managed by SAPAC (see http://sapac. edu.au). The cluster has 128 compute nodes connected by a Myrinet 2000 (Myricom Incorporated, 2010; Netlib Repository, 2010) network as well as a 100 Mbit/s Fast Ethernet network (ethermanage.com, 2010) . Each of the nodes are IBM xSeries 335 servers with dual 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon processors and 2 GB of RAM, so the machine has a total of 256 CPUs.
The Myrinet configuration has eight nodes connected to each switch, and the switches connected together in a fat Fig. 6 . SGI Altix 3000 communications architecture for 128 processors (Woodacre et al., 2005) . tree topology. The Ethernet configuration is that each rack of the cluster has a Fast Ethernet switch (100 Mbit/s full duplex) connecting all the nodes in the rack. The nodes in each rack are 1-38, 39-76, 77-114 and 115-126 . Each of these switches has a Gigabit Ethernet (full duplex) uplink to a Cisco Gigabit switch. The cluster nodes were running Redhat Enterprise Linux version 3.2.3-47 with kernel 2.4.21-27.ELsmp of the Myrinet drivers, MPICH-GM version 1.2.6.14a was used with the Myrinet and MPICH version 1.2.6-gnu for the Ethernet network. All compilations were performed with gcc v3.2.3.
All measurements were run with dedicated access to the cluster, so there were no other processes affecting the results. At the time the measurements were taken, not all of the nodes were usable, so the benchmark only took measurements for up to 100 nodes (200 CPUs). The measurement used two CPUs per node, with 1,000 repetitions of each of the MPI operations.
Point-to-Point Communication
All of the MPI benchmark applications provide measurements for basic point-to-point communication using MPI_Send/MPI_Recv. The main difference between the MPI benchmark applications is the communication pattern. Figures 7-9 illustrate the communication patterns of the different benchmarks for eight processors. Figure 7 shows the point-to-point communications pattern for PMB and Mpptest, which involve processors 0 and 1 only. In order to measure communications times between processors that are not on the same node of a cluster of symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) nodes, the locations of the processors would have to be specified when calling mpirun, otherwise the benchmark would measure the performance of the shared memory system on the node rather than the performance of the communications network connecting the nodes. Figure 8 is for SKaMPI and MPBench, which use the first and last processor. In fact the approach used by SKaMPI is more complicated, in that it does short tests on all of the processors to find which processor has the slowest communication with processor 0, and then does its timings using that processor. However, for the communication networks on both of the machines used in this work, this would be equivalent to choosing the last processor.
MPIBench measures not just the time for a ping-pong communication between two processors, but can also take into account the effects of contention when all processors simultaneously take part in point-to-point communication.
The default communication pattern used by MPIBench is shown in Figure 9 . MPIBench sets up pairs of communicating processors, with processor p communicating with processor (p þ n/2) mod n when a total of n processors are used. Half of the processors send while the other half receive, and then vice versa. The send/receive pairs are chosen to ensure that for a cluster of SMPs or a hierarchical communications network (such as on the SGI Altix) the performance of the full communication hierarchy can be measured, not just local communications within an SMP node (or a brick on the SGI Altix). MPIBench also allows the user to specify another communication pattern by specifying a list of communication partners.
MPI_Send/MPI_Recv
The difference in communication patterns between the different benchmarks leads to different results, as shown in Figure 10 for the default settings of the SGI MPI implementation for the SGI Altix (i.e. buffered copy for MPI_Send). MPIBench has the longest communication time due to the contention effects from all eight processors, while MPBench and SKaMPI obtain the medium communication time since they are measuring the communication times between two C-bricks. The shortest time are obtained by Mpptest and PMB, since they just measure intranode communication within a C-brick. By carefully selecting the processors that are used (e.g. P0 and P7), it is possible to force each of the benchmarks to measure the same thing, i.e. point-to-point communication between two processors across any level of the communication hierarchy, and the results for different benchmarks agree fairly closely, within a few per cent, as shown in Figure 11 . This is similar to benchmarking clusters of SMP nodes, where care must be taken (particularly for PMB and Mpptest) in choosing the processors to ensure measurement of internode rather than intranode communication. On the SGI Altix it is possible to significantly improve the benchmark results for MPI_Send by enabling the option of single copy (i.e. non-buffered) sends in the SGI MPI implementation, as shown in Figures 10 and 11 . This is done by setting the environment variable MPI_BUFFER_MAX to be the maximum message size (in bytes) for which buffered copy send will be used, so single copy send is used for any message larger than this specified size.
In measuring the results using single copy MPI_Send, we were surprised to find that while most of the benchmarks gave the expected improvement in performance, the results for SKaMPI and MPIBench were the same as for the default MPI setting that uses buffered copy. After much experimentation and comparison of the code for the different benchmarks, we concluded that this problem is because both SKaMPI and MPIBench use the same array to hold send and receive message data. When we changed the MPIBench code to declare different arrays for send and receive data, the results showed the expected improvement, as shown in Figure 10 . We did not change the SKaMPI program, so we do not present SKaMPI results for the single copy option. Figure 12 shows the results comparison from different MPI benchmarks for point-to-point (send/receive) communications using eight processors on the IBM Linux cluster. Similarly with the results from the SGI Altix, the lowest times are obtained by PMB and Mpptest, while the highest time is obtained by MPIBench. The results for PMB and Mpptest are lower because they measure intranode communication (within the same node). The gap between the results for the different benchmarks appears to be closing for large message sizes due to the effect of the cache being smaller for larger message sizes. The difference in results between MPIBench (where all processes are communicating) with SKaMPI and MPBench (where only two processes are communicating) is much smaller than for the SGI Altix. The differences start to increase after 65 kB due to more contention occurring for larger message sizes, which is seen in the MPIBench results but not in the other benchmarks. However, on the SGI Altix, the results start to differ from as small as 1 kB. Although there are still differences among the MPI benchmarks, the differences are not as big as for the SGI Altix, except for Mpptest and PMB since they measure shared memory communication within a node. As with SGI Altix, by selecting specific processors across different nodes (e.g. P0 and P7), it is possible to force each of the benchmarks to measure the same communication patterns, and then the results for different benchmarks agree fairly closely, within a few per cent, as shown in Figure 13 . Tables 2 and 3 are calculated based on the measurement results for 1 and 4 MB message sizes for the SGI Altix and the IBM Linux cluster, respectively. As shown in Table 2 , at 1 MB for two processors MPIBench and SKaMPI obtained significantly higher bandwidth than the other benchmarks, while the results are similar for 4 MB messages. For two processors, all of the benchmarks show a difference of almost a factor of two between the results for the two different message sizes, so the Altix does not conform to the usual expectation that larger message sizes should give similar or larger bandwidth measurements. The results between both message sizes started to get closer for MPIBench with four processors, and for the other benchmarks at more than four processors. The bandwidth decreases drastically as the distance between the processors is increase. Referring to Abdul Hamid et al. (2006) , the bandwidth reported by SKaMPI is higher than for the largest times plotted for each node. So, there is a possibility that the reported bandwidth in Table 2 may be smaller than the peak bandwidth. Table 3 shows the bandwidth results for the IBM Linux cluster. Mpptest obtains the highest bandwidth for both message sizes. There is little difference between the results for both message sizes for all MPI benchmarks. The bandwidth results for 4 up to 32 CPUs is the same for all benchmarks except MPIBench, which shows the lowest performance due to more contention effects from having all of the processes doing point-to-point communications concurrently. All of the other benchmarks are just doing a pingpong between two nodes, which are at different distances in the network in each case. The fact that the results are the same in each case indicates the low overhead of Myrinet's hierarchical fat tree network. Note that for PMB and Mpptest the process placement is modified according to Figure 8 , otherwise the results will be misleading if using the default settings. Figures 14 and 15 show PMB and MPIBench bandwidth results for 2 up to 32 CPUs for the SGI Altix, respectively. Note that the results for PMB are taken by selecting the 2  1775  851  1320  831  1756  832  1308  806  1314  843  4  606  671  987  925  1056  963  1012  945  1090  987  8  405  464  562  562  570  560  563  560  593  588  16  396  462  564  562  573  559  563  560  592  587  32  260  256  552  549  560  548  555  548 579 574 CPUs to make the measurements similar with MPBench and SKaMPI (as shown in Figure 8 ). PMB bandwidth shows the results for 2 and 4 CPUs are different to the results with 8, 16 and 32 CPUs. The differences illustrate that the bandwidth for intra C-Brick is higher compared with inter C-brick, while MPIBench shows the bandwidth decreases as more CPUs are used. This shows that the architecture of SGI Altix creates contention between the bricks. Figures 16 and 17 show the same plots for the IBM Linux cluster. Interestingly, the performance for internode is similar between different numbers of CPUs, while MPI-Bench shows that the bandwidth between different numbers of CPUs for internode communication has very little difference, except for 32 CPUs for message sizes more than 1 MB. The results for two processes is significantly higher due to the intranode communication.
It is interesting that the differences between PMB and MPIBench are larger on the SGI Altix than the IBM Linux cluster. It shows that the performance of the Myrinet network in the Linux cluster scales better with more communicating processes, while the performance of the ccNUMA SGI Altix is noticeably reduced, although the overall performance of the Altix is much better than the Linux cluster.
MPI_Sendrecv
Only MPIBench, PMB and SKaMPI provide measurements for MPI_Sendrecv. MPIBench uses the same communication pattern as for MPI_Send/MPI_Recv, however each processor does a combined MPI_Sendrecv to its communication partner, rather than alternating sends and receives. SKaMPI and PMB use a different technique, where each process sends to the right and receives from the left neighbor in a chain of N processors. Most communication networks are capable of providing the same bandwidth if messages are sent simultaneously in both directions. MPI_.Sendrecv provides a good way of testing that the MPI implementation can indeed provide this bidirectional bandwidth. The MPIBench approach means that if this is the case, then the results for MPI_Sendrecv and MPI_Send/MPI_Recv should be similar.
The results for MPI_Sendrecv in Figure 18 show that this is the case for the SGI Altix, e.g. the result for 256 kB message size for eight processors is similar to the results for eight processors in MPI_Send/MPI_Recv with single copy option (see Figure 10 and Table 4 ). Notably, Figure 18 shows that SKaMPI and PMB have a similar result, however the results are higher than MPIBench. As mentioned earlier SKaMPI and PMB are using the same ring pattern technique. The newest version of MPIBench also has a function to measure MPI_Sendrecv using the ring pattern, the results in Figure 18 shows that MPIBench with the ring pattern obtains similar results with SKaMPI and PMB. Note that, the results for MPIBench default sendrecv is lower than the results for PMB, SKaMPI and MPI-Bench ring pattern, particularly after 2 kB. It is unclear why this is the case, or why the MPIBench results for MPI_Sendrecv using the ring pattern are so much slower than for using the default MPIBench communication pattern for MPI_Sendrecv. More precise analysis should be performed to understand the problem of the ring pattern with single copy options, which will be included for the future work. However, the bidirectional bandwidth does not seem to be working for the Myrinet network on the IBM Linux cluster, since the results for MPI_Sendrecv are a factor of two higher than for MPI_Send/Recv (see Figure 12 ). Figure 19 shows the comparison results between the benchmarks on the IBM Linux cluster. It shows that MPIBench obtains the highest time compared with the PMB and SKaMPI, while the SGI Altix MPIBench obtains the lowest time. As with the SGI Altix, PMB and SKaMPI have very similar results, which due to their similar technique for MPI_Sendrecv. Figure 18 shows that when using MPIBench ring pattern measurement, the results are similar to the PMB and SKaMPI.
It can therefore be concluded that the differences in results between MPIBench and the other benchmarks are because of the differences in the communication partners used for MPI_Sendrecv, since using the same partners gives results that are within a few percent of the other benchmarks (see Figures 18 and 19) .
Discussion
This analysis shows that different MPI benchmarks can give significantly different results for certain MPI routines particularly on the SGI Altix. This is primarily due to the Altix having a hierarchical ccNUMA architecture, which can enhance the variations due to different measurement techniques employed by the different benchmarks. Particularly for point-to-point communications, the variations are due to the different communications patterns used by the different benchmarks, differences in how averages are computed, errors are handles and how bandwidth is reported. There are also significant effects due to implementation details of SGI MPI on the Altix, which affects whether single copy or buffered copy is used, which has a major impact on communication speed. MPI benchmarks were designed primarily for use on distributed memory machines, and the results show that some of the different design decisions made for the different benchmarks can significantly affect the results for ccNUMA shared memory machines. Users of MPI benchmarks on shared memory machines should therefore be careful in the interpretation of the benchmark results, and developers of MPI benchmarks may need to make some minor modifications to their codes to provide more accurate results for ccNUMA machines. 
